Abstract. A radio frequency-free electromagnetostatic (EMS) cell devised for electron-capture dissociation (ECD) of ions has been retrofitted into the collisioninduced dissociation (CID) section of a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer to enable recording of ECD product-ion mass spectra and simultaneous recording of ECD-CID product-ion mass spectra. This modified instrument can be used to produce easily interpretable ECD and ECD-CID product-ion mass spectra of tyrosinephosphorylated peptides that cover over 50% of their respective amino-acid sequences and readily identify their respective sites of phosphorylation. ECD fragmentation of doubly protonated, tyrosine-phosphorylated peptides, which was difficult to observe with FT-ICR instruments, occurs efficiently in the EMS cell.
Introduction

I
n modern proteomic applications of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), proteins and peptides can be induced to fragment by a number of physicochemical processes, the most common in use being collision-induced dissociation (CID) [1] , electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) [2] , and electron-capture dissociation (ECD) [3, 4] . Each of these three forms of dissociation has its advantages and disadvantages. CID is broadly applicable and operationally robust, but it frequently leaves gaps in the sequence data and generally causes peptides to fragment excessively, destroying information about modifications in the process. ETD and ECD, by contrast, exhibit little selectivity for any particular amino acids (proline and amino acids associated with disulfide bonds are the outstanding exceptions) and generally preserve labile post-translational modifications (e.g., phosphorylation, O-glycosylation, and Nglycosylation), thereby making it possible to reliably determine the sites and nature of such modifications [3, 4] . ETD and ECD are not as broadly applicable as CID, but both have been commercialized and are used as complements to CID. The only commercial access to ECD, however, remains on Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometers and, in this form, its use in proteomics studies has been relatively limited to date.
Barely less than a decade ago, three groups of investigators independently succeeded in observing ECD in a linear ion trap [5, 6] , a three-dimensional (3D) ion trap [7] , and a digital 3D ion trap [8] , respectively. In all three approaches, it was necessary to use He as a moderating gas either to convert some of the translational energy of the electrons into rotational energy about the magnetic field lines, to compensate for the unavoidable transfer of energy from the radiofrequency (rf) field to the electrons, or both. In the two 3D ion-trap demonstrations [7, 8] , ECD occurred in the analyzer itself, whereas in the linear ion-trap demonstration [5, 6] it took place in a custom-designed cell.
In 2008, the present authors described an electromagnetostatic (EMS), electron-inducing dissociation cell that can be retrofitted into virtually any existing type of mass spectrometer [9] . When installed in a triple quadrupole (QqQ) [9] [10] [11] or a hybrid quadrupole/time-of-flight (QqTOF) [12] mass spectrometer, this device makes it possible to record ECD product-ion spectra of authentic, unmodified peptides without the aid of cooling gas or phase-specific electron injection into the cell. Additionally, ECD can be induced in these modified instruments simultaneously with CID to produce ECD-CID product-ion spectra exhibiting golden complementary pairs [13] of peptide fragments [10, 12] . The authors have also shown that electron ionization dissociation (EID) [14, 15] can be induced with an EMS cell retrofitted into a QqTOF [12] . Disregarding the obvious loss in resolution, mass spectra recorded in all of the preceding experiments exhibit fragmentation patterns that are practically identical to those exhibited in corresponding mass spectra produced with FT-ICR instruments. When ECD-based sequencing of phosphopeptides is performed in an FT-ICR mass spectrometer, no loss of phosphoric acid, phosphate, or water from the precursor or fragment ions is observed, thus allowing direct assignment of phosphorylation sites [16] . In this report, the authors demonstrate that, as in its FT-ICR counterpart, phosphorylation is preserved when tyrosine-phosphorylated peptides undergo ECD in the EMS cell, a capability that had not been previously evaluated.
Experimental
Materials and Methods
Peptide standards tyrosine kinase peptide 3 [Arg-Arg-Leu-IleGlu-Asp-Ala-Glu-Tyr-Ala-Ala-Arg-Gly-NH 2 ], MW=1518; phosphorylated tyrosine kinase peptide 3 [Arg-Arg-Leu-IleGlu-Asp-Ala-Glu-Tyr(PO 3 H 2 )-Ala-Ala-Arg-Gly-NH 2 ], MW=1598; p60 c-src (521-533) [Thr-Ser-Glu-Pro-Gln-TyrGln-Pro-Gly-Glu-Asn-Leu], MW = 1463; and Pp60 c-src (521-533) [Thr-Ser-Glu-Pro-Gln-Tyr(PO 3 H 2 )-Gln-Pro-GlyGlu-Asn-Leu], MW=1543 were purchased from American Peptide Co. (Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The peptide standards were each dissolved in 50% MeOH containing 0.1% formic acid to a final concentration of 20-50 μg/mL.
Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectra were recorded using a commercial, electrospray ionization (ESI), QqQ mass spectrometer system (Agilent G6460: Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The QqQ was modified by shortening the original rf hexapole CID cell by 40 mm and inserting the radio-frequency-free EMS ECD cell described in the succeeding subsection into the space created between the first quadrupole and the shortened CID cell (Figure 1a) . A solution of each of the peptide standards was electrosprayed at a flow rate of 10 μL/min. Precursor ions selected by the first quadrupole mass analyzer were transferred through the EMS ECD cell wherein they merged with low energy electrons. Ions exiting the EMS cell passed through the shortened CID cell, which in this study was operated in both transmission only and CID modes; Ar instead of N 2 was used as the collision gas in the CID cell as a conservative precaution against burning out the EMS cell's electron emitter. By minimally heating, the temperature of the filament was raised just enough during the experiments reported here to provide recordable ECD spectra. Consequently, the original filament has not burned out despite hundreds of hours of operation, and its lifetime expectancy remains to be determined. The second quadrupole mass analyzer was tuned to operate with a resolving power of~2500 FWHM, which allowed good ion transmission and unit-resolution mass spectra of essentially all of the ECD fragments and nondissociated precursors to be recorded.
FT-ICR ECD product-ion mass spectra shown in this report were produced from two aliquots of the phosphorylated tyrosine kinase peptide 3 taken from the supply purchased for this study. One aliquot was sent to the University of California-Los Angeles (UCLA) Molecular Instrumentation Center to be analyzed using its Bruker 15 T SolariX FT mass spectrometer system, and the other was given to the Oregon State University Organic Mass Spectrometry Facility to be analyzed using its Thermo-Finnigan 7 T LTQ FT Ultra linear ion trap mass spectrometer system.
EMS ECD Cell
The EMS cell used in this study was comprised of, in the following order, from entrance to exit: an electrostatic lens, a permanent magnet followed by an electromagnet, and a heated filament within a holder that also served as an electrostatic lens ( Figure 1b) . The electromagnet was spooled on a bobbin with an outer diameter of 70 mm, an inner diameter of 6.0 mm, and width of 15 mm. The bobbin and lenses were machined from titanium to avoid perturbing the magnetic field used to control and confine the electrons emitted from the heated filament. The permanent magnet was an axially polarized, Sm 2 Co 17 discmagnet (25.4 mm, 1.0 mm thick, 3.0 mm aperture on center) with an operating temperature up to 350°C (grade SM2435; Chino Magnetism Co., Fairfield, NJ, USA). The filament, which served as the ECD cell's source of electrons, was a loop (~1.0 mm diameter) of tungsten-rhenium wire (Figure 1b, insert) similar to filaments described in previous reports [9, 10] . The emitter and its titanium holder were located concentric with the axis of the cell at the ions' exit. For this study, the filament and permanent magnet potentials were set at +15 V, the potential on the first electrostatic lens at -15 V, the potential on the electromagnet at +21 V, and the potential on the last electrostatic lens at +10 V.
Results and Discussion
While traversing an EMS cell, ions must pass through a hot, transmissive electron emitter (~3000ºC) located either at the cell's entrance [10, 11] , center [12] , or exit ( Figure 1 ). Hence, in passing through an EMS cell, the ions are briefly exposed to thermal radiation similar to that sometimes used to induce or at least facilitate peptide dissociation in FT-ICR cells. Although authentic, unmodified peptides clearly survive this in-flight passage through an EMS cell to produce analytically useful ECD product-ion spectra [9, 12] , there has been no demonstration that tyrosine phosphorylation or other peptide modifications survive passage through an EMS ECD cell intact.
ECD products of the [M+2H] 2+ precursors of tyrosine kinase peptide 3 (p1518) and phosphorylated tyrosine kinase peptide 3 (Pp1598) were easily produced in the EMS ECD cell retrofitted into the Agilent G6460 ( Figure 2a and b) ; the product-ion spectra exhibit signals corresponding to the reduced precursor ion [M +2 H] +• and almost exclusively to a series of c-fragments comprised of doublets of c x and c x
• ions [17] (Figure 2a, unit 
resolution insert). The [M+2H]
2+ precursor of Pp1598 proved refractory to ECD in the Bruker and Thermo-Finnigan ICR cells and, therefore, extra effort was required to acquire the ECD product-ion spectra of this particular peptide (Figure 2c , Figure S1 in Supplemental Materials) with these two instruments. Assignments of the fragment ions was based on the G6460's mass accuracy at unit resolution; subsequently, they were confirmed by comparison to highly mass-accurate spectra recorded, respectively, on the Bruker 15 T SolariX FT and Thermo-Finnigan 7 T LTQ FT systems (Figure 2c , Figure S1 and Table S1 in Supplemental Materials). For clarity, only b, c, y, and z fragment ions and reduced precursor ions are labeled in the spectra and tables.
Signals corresponding to z 11 and z 12 are present in the p1518 spectrum (Figure 2a) , and a signal for z 12 is present in the Pp1598 spectrum (Figure 2b ). The additional 80 u in nominal mass evident between the c8 and c9 signals in the Pp1598 spectra over the 163 u between these two signals in the p1518 spectrum unambiguously points to phosphorylation on the tyrosine at position 9. As is usually the case for ECD, these product-ion spectra exhibit easily interpretable series of c and z fragment peaks and almost no extraneous background signals. The scaling factors in Figure 2a and b indicate that the ECD efficiencies for the EMS ECD and the FT ICR cells are comparable for this peptide and are both on the order of 1%. The relative signal intensities of the c2 and c7 through c11 fragments in the QqQ ECD product-ion mass spectrum of Pp1598 (Figure 2b ) are similar to those observed in the ECD production spectrum of this same peptide produced in the ICR cell of the Bruker 15 T SolariX FT mass spectrometer (Figure 2c ). The two mass spectra do, however, display noticeable differences in relative signal intensities for the c3 through c5, c12, and z12 fragments and, moreover, there are peaks in the FT ICR spectrum (Figure 2c , Table S1 in Supplemental Materials) that do not appear in the QqQ spectrum (Figure 2b ). The intense peak that appears nominally at m/z 399 in the FT ICR spectrum (labeled ω2 in Figure 2c) is not an ECD fragment but, rather, a second harmonic of the doubly protonated precursor generated in the FT ICR cell. The relative intensities of the assigned fragments in the ECD product-ion mass spectrum of the doubly protonated Pp1598 produced by the Thermo-Finnigan 7 T LTQ FT ( Figure S1 in Supplemental Materials) differ from those produced by the Bruker 15 T SolariX FT (Figure 2c ) and, thus, even more from those produced by the modified Agilent QqQ (Figure 2b) . The interested reader can refer to Supplemental Materials to assign structures to signals not assigned in Figure 2c .
The CID product-ion spectrum of the [M+2H] 2+ precursor of Pp1598 recorded with the Agilent G6460 (Figure 2d ) displays, as is typical of CID product-ion spectra of peptides, a relatively large number of fragment signals (≳100) with intensities well above background; the majority of these signals are not readily interpretable and as such compose the chemical background that characterizes CID peptide-product-ion spectra in general and can confound extraction of amino-acid sequence information. In this particular instance, the CID spectrum accounts for less coverage of the peptide's amino-acid sequence than do the ECD spectra but because it exhibits y4 and y5, still reveals the peptide's site of phosphorylation.
ECD product-ion mass spectra of the [M+3H] 3+ precursor of Pp1598 were easily produced with the EMS ECD cell mounted in the Agilent G6460 (Figure 3a ) as well as with both the Bruker 15 T SolariX FT and Thermo-Finnigan 7 T LTQ FT (Figure 3b , Figure S2 in Supplemental Materials). These product-ion spectra are more similar in appearance than are the product-ion mass spectra produced by these two instrument types from the doubly protonated precursor of Pp1598 (Figure 2b , c, and Figure S1 in Supplemental Materials). For this particular peptide, the ECD spectra of [M+3H] 3+ from both types of instruments display a series of z-ions that range from z4 to z12 as well as the series of c-ions seen in the doubly protonated spectra that, save for one residue, spans Pp1598's entire sequence. Consequently, the presence of the phosphorylated tyrosine can be readily discerned not only by the m/zseparation between the c8 and c9 peaks but also by that between the z4 and z5 peaks. Aside from the obvious differences in resolution and mass accuracy, the principal feature that distinguishes the triply protonated spectrum recorded by the Bruker FT ICR mass spectrometer from that recorded by the Q(EMS)qQ instrument is the much larger abundance of C11 in the FT ICR spectrum (Figure 3b ) relative to that in the Q(EMS)qQ spectrum (Figure 3a ). The differences in relative intensities are somewhat greater between the Q(EMS)qQ and the Thermo-Finnigan FT ICR product-ion spectra of the triply protonated precursor of Pp1598 (Figure 3a , Figure S2 in Supplemental Materials).
The FT ICR spectra contain more unidentified peaks than spectra from the Q(EMS)qQ, while the relative intensities of the c-and z-ions in the FT ICR product-ion spectra differ for the corresponding ions in the Q(EMS)qQ ECD product-ion spectra. Evidence in the literature supports that these differences could arise from the distinct experimental conditions producing the two sets of data. In the FT-ICR cell, electrons, precursor ions, and many ECD product-ions circulate together for periods of at least a millisecond or more, during which time some ECD fragments can be formed through a radical cascade mechanism that renders their signal intensities very dependent on experimental time scale [18] . By contrast, ions pass through a small volume of high electron density for a fraction of a microsecond in the EMS ECD device [11] . Following their brief exposure (at least three orders of magnitude less than in an FT ICR cell) to electrons in the EMS cell, precursors decay much as do metastable ions, and the ECD fragment abundances depend strongly on flight time to the detector [9] . In addition, precursor and fragment ions are exposed to thermal radiation as they pass through the hot zone (2500-3000°C) created by the electron emitter located at the exit of the EMS cell (Figure 1b) . Despite these substantial differences in experimental conditions, the ECD product-ion spectra for the expected c and z ions produced by the two types of instruments are remarkably similar and both preserve labile tyrosine phosphorylation.
As mentioned in the second paragraph of this section, the ECD product-ion spectrum of Pp1598's [M+2H] 2+ precursor (Figure 2b ) was produced without difficulty on the Q(EMS)qQ instrument, whereas the corresponding spectra of this same precursor (Figure 2c , Figure S1 in Supplemental Materials) were produced with difficulty on the Bruker and ThermoFinnigan FT ICR instruments. This contrasting behavior of doubly protonated Pp1598 in the two types of ECD cell might be a consequence of salt-bridges [19] , which could form in Pp1598 between the phosphogroup and a protonated arginine, hindering dissociation of the c/z-complexes produced by the N-Cα cleavages of this peptide. It has long been known that prior to unimolecular decomposition of certain isolated organic ions, the incipient ion and neutral fragments can remain associated for an extensive length of time [20] . The occurrence of this phenomenon in the particular case of ECD of doubly protonated phosphorylated peptides in ICR cells reduces efficiency of dissociation; the latter can be improved by performing ECD on triply charged precursor ions or by an input of external energy [19] . The Bruker and ThermoFinnigan ECD product-ion spectra of the doubly and triply protonated Pp1598 seem to be an example of this phenomenon. The higher dissociation efficiency of the Q(EMS)qQ ECD product-ion spectra of the doubly protonated Pp1598 suggests that the complementary c/z-fragments are acquiring extra energy before they exit the EMS cell, very likely from the thermal radiation given off by the electron emitter at the cell's exit (Figure 1b ). This latter possibility is supported by the fact that upon turning the EMS cell around 180°so that the ECD products exited the cell without passing through the electron emitter, efficiency of dissociation decreased. If systematic investigation bears this effect out, ECD analyses carried out in an EMS cell would gain an additional benefit.
The product-ion spectra of the [M+2H] 2+ precursors of the nonphosphorylated p60 c-src (Figure 4a ) and its phosphorylated analogue Pp60 c-src (Figure 4b ) display peaks corresponding to the reduced precursor ion [M+2H] +• and partial series of c and z fragments; the site of phosphorylation on the tyrosine at position 7 is clearly indicated by the 80-u increase in mass between c6 and c7 in the spectrum of Pp60 c-src (Figure 4b ). Between them, the c-and z-fragments in these two product-ion spectra cover nearly all of the two peptides' sequences. The cyclic structure of the prolines at positions 5 and 9 block N-Cα cleavage of the glutamic acid-proline and glutamine-proline bonds, respectively [18, 21, 22] . Consequently, peaks 2+ precursor of phosphorylated Pp1598 produced with the shortened CID cell retrofitted into the Agilent G6460 QqQ corresponding to c8 and z9 are absent in the spectra of both of the c-src peptides, and the peak corresponding to c9 has relatively low intensity. Weak signals for b7, b8, y5, y6, and y9 are present in the ECD spectra of both peptides (Figure 4a and b) . These peaks may be evidence of the proline effect [23] [24] [25] wherein protonated, proline-containing peptides are labile to fragmentation N-terminal to the proline residues. During operation of the Q(EMS)qQ in the ECD-only mode, a minimal amount of gas (Ar in this instance) is fed into the CID cell to boost transmission; in order to avoid CID under this condition, the energy of the ions is lowered below the normal threshold for onset of CID. Nevertheless, appearance of the minor b and y ions in the ECD product-ion spectra of the proline containing p60 and Pp60 c-src ions would seem to indicate that the ions still had sufficient energy in this particular case to induce CID of the labile bonds N-terminal to the proline residues in these peptides.
Retrofitting an EMS cell into a mass spectrometer preserves its original CID capability while enabling combined ECD/CID analyses either by using the EMS cell for ECD and high-energy CID [10, 12] or by using the EMS cell for ECD and the shortened collision/cooling cell for CID. The latter combination was used in this study to record an ECD/CID spectrum of Pp60 c-src (Figure 4c ). Increasing the precursors' kinetic energy through the CID cell while maintaining ECD conditions in the EMS cell, which is upstream of the CID cell (Figure 1a) , amplified the signals corresponding to the two b and three y ions seen in ECD-only spectra (Figure 4a and b) and produced a new signal corresponding to b11. These CID fragments complement the ECD fragments whose signals remain essentially unaltered in the simultaneously recorded spectrum (Figure 4c ). The strong y9 peak and even more intense b8 and y5 peaks result, respectively, from cleavage of the peptide's glutamic acid-proline and glutamine-proline bonds. These bonds, which are known to be refractory to ECD [18, 21, 22] , cleave readily under CID because of the proline effect [23] [24] [25] . The combined ECD/CID spectrum (Figure 4c ) thus accounts for nearly the entire sequence (10 out of a total of 12 possible cleavages) of Pp60 c-src. Incidentally, the b7/c7 and 3+ precursor of phosphorylated Pp1598 produced with (a) the EMS cell retrofitted into the Agilent G6460 QqQ mass spectrometer and (b) the Bruker 15 T SolariX FT mass spectrometer b11/c11 fragment-ion pairs present in this spectrum are simultaneously recorded CID/ECD golden complementary pairs [13] . This combined spectrum demonstrates, as have previously reported ECD/CID product-ion spectra [10, 12] , that ECD produced by an EMS cell retrofitted into a QqQ or QTOF retains the CID functionality of the original instrument, thereby making it 
Conclusion
The data presented in this report clearly demonstrate that tyrosine phosphorylation remains intact during the passage of the peptide's doubly and triply protonated precursors through an EMS ECD cell retrofitted into a commercial QqQ despite brief exposure to the radiation emitted by the hot (~3000°C) filament used as the source of electrons. In fact, ECD fragmentation of a doubly protonated, tyrosine-phosphorylated peptide was more efficient in the EMS cell than in the two FT-ICR cells used in this study, suggesting that the electron emitter's radiation might assist dissociation of the c/z-complexes produced by N-Cα cleavages. Furthermore, except for mass resolution and mass accuracy, the ECD product-ion spectra recorded with the modified QqQ exhibit as much qualitative information as contained in those produced from the same peptides by commercial FT ICR mass spectrometers. Those qualitative differences that where observed as well as the differences in relative signal intensities evident in the ECD spectra produced by the EMS and ICR cells and additional ion signals evident in the ICR ECD spectra are attributed to substantial differences in the experimental conditions that prevail in the two types of cells.
As is widely acknowledged and demonstrated directly in this report by the example of Pp1598, the lower fragmentation efficiency of ECD is generally compensated in its product-ion spectra by higher or more readily retrievable informational content relative to that in CID product-ion spectra, stressing therefore that the two fragmentation processes should be viewed as complementary. The fact that ECD and CID can be performed simultaneously in a Q(EMS)qQ, such as the one used in this study, adds emphasis to this latter observation. In the particular example presented in this report, the ECD produces information that confirms the presence of tyrosine phosphorylation but provides only partial amino-acid sequence information because of suppressed bond cleavages at the proline residues, whereas the CID, which yields scant information about the phosphorylation, supplies the proline-sequence information missed by the ECD-widespread availability of a capability such as this would increase the specificity of tandem mass analyses of peptides.
The experimental results presented in this report also raise the possibility of performing targeted multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) of peptides with triple quadrupole mass spectrometers based on ECD transitions or combined ECD/CID transitions. This capability could have widespread applicability in pharmaceutical and clinical analyses. Recent reports indicate that MRM-based mass-spectrometric techniques have the sensitivity, specificity, and capability for rapid, reproducible, multiplexed quantification of proteins in clinical assays [26, 27] . Combing the capability of ECD-based sequencing with existing CID-based sequencing in MRM analyses could significantly increase the specificity and thereby increase the utility of targeted tandem mass spectrometry in proteomics.
